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1.  Data 
 

  
 
File to apply Selects the specific dispersion curve file, if multiple curves exist in the chart, to 

which the changes will be applied. 

Line Line style of curve can be selected. "Thickness" will be applied to the selected curve. 
If "For All" box is checked, then the displayed thickness will be applied all curves in 
the chart.  "Color" will determine the line color for the selected curve. 

Mark Style of mark for each data point (e.g., circle, rectangle, etc.) can be selected, and its 
"Size" can be specified.  If "For All" box is checked, then the displayed size will be 
applied to all curves in the chart.  "Color" will be applied to the marks of the 
selected curve. 

Curve to apply Can choose if changes are to be applied to dispersion curve, signal-to-noise (SN) 
ratio curve, or both. 

 
The "Display overtone record if exists" box, if checked, will display the corresponding dispersion image 
("overtone record") on the background.  This applies only if the curve was extracted previously from a 
dispersion image and the corresponding overtone record exists.  This information is encoded in the 
dispersion curve file (*.dc). 
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2.  Axis 
 

  
 
Horizontal "Axis" placement (top or bottom) for horizontal direction, and value range ("MIN", 

"MAX", and "Increment") can be specified.  If "Grid visible" box is checked, then vertical 
dotted grid lines will be drawn.  Format of axis labels can be specified in "Values 
Format" box.  Axis title is specified in "Title" box.  Fonts for axis title and labels can be 
specified by clicking "Title Font" and "Label Font" buttons, respectively. 

Vertical "Axis" placement (left or right) for vertical direction, and value range ("MIN", "MAX", 
and "Increment") can be specified.  If "Grid visible" box is checked, then horizontal 
dotted grid lines will be drawn.  If "Log Scale" box is checked, then the axis scale will be 
in logarithmic scale.  Format of the axis labels can be specified in "Values Format" box.  
Axis title is specified in "Title" box.  Fonts for axis title and labels can be specified by 
clicking "Title Font" and "Label Font" buttons, respectively. 

 
If "Auto Scale Axes" box is checked, then both horizontal and vertical axes scales will be determined 
automatically based on the value ranges. 
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3.  Labeling 
 

  
 
Title Chart title is specified in the box.  Its alignment can be selected in the "Alignment" radio 

box.  Title font can be specified by clicking "Font" button. 

Legend Legend location can be selected in the "Position" radio box and will be visible only if 
"Visible" box is checked.  Legend font can be specified by clicking "Font" button. 

 
If "List file name" box is checked, then name of the input file will be shown at the bottom of the chart.  
If "Draw distance scale" box is checked, then a line scale will be drawn at the bottom of the chart for the 
distance specified in the "Distance" box. 
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4.  Panel 
 

  
 

 
 

Bevel Beveling of the chart boundary can be specified by selecting appropriate types for 
"Inner" and "Outer" beveling.  Overall size of the beveling can be specified by a 
value in the "Width" box. 

Gradient Chart can be gradually colored by combination of two colors if "Panel Gradient 
Visible" box is checked.  Direction of the coloring can be selected in the "Direction" 
radio box.  Two colors can be selected by clicking "Start Gradient Color..." and "End 
Color..." buttons. 

 
"Panel Color..." will determine the color to paint the entire form outside the chart boundary. 
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5.  Drawing 
 

  
 
Color Scale Color spectrum can be adjusted by moving node points indicated by upside-down 

triangles at the top of the bar.  Colors between node points will be linearly 
interpolated.  Value ranges for the color scale in the bar can be specified by entering 
values in "MIN" and "MAX" boxes.  Name of the color scale (e.g., "S-Velocity 
(m/sec)", etc.) can be specified in the "Title" box.  If "Full Range" box is checked, 
then the value range (i.e., "MIN" and "MAX") will be set to the minimum and 
maximum values of the input data set.  "% Scale" will make, if checked, the value 
range in percent (%) scale by entering "MIN" and "MAX" with "0" and "100", 
respectively.  "Gray Scale" box, if checked, will make the color spectrum a gray scale 

that is a linear combination of white and black colors.  Default button ( ) will 
make the current color scale a default, which can be restored by clicking the restore 

button ( ).  Current color scheme can be saved as a separate file (*.CLR) by clicking 
the "Save" button, and a saved file (*.CLR) can be imported by clicking the "Import" 
button. 

Interpolation In the Gridding tab the gridding method can be selected from one of the two 
options specified in the "Method" radio box—"Bilinear" and "Inverse Distance 
Weighted (IDW)."  Gridding controls can be accessed by clicking "Complete 
Gridding Controls" button.  "Smoothing" will apply averaging of color values along 
the horizontal and vertical directions.  If checked, "Grid to horizontal limits" will 
apply extrapolation of data outside the horizontal (i.e., left and right) boundaries 
determined by the input data.  If checked, "Grid to vertical limits" will apply 
extrapolation of data outside the vertical (i.e., top and bottom) boundaries 
determined by the input data. 
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Interpolation In the Display tab the normalization method can be selected in the "Normalization" 

radio box.  Display gain in decibels can be specified in "Display Gain (DB)" box.  The 
value specified in the "Display Power" will be applied as a power to the input data 
before calculation of the corresponding pixel color.  A Display Power value higher 
than one (1) will emphasize the main trend of variation such as the pattern of 
fundamental-mode energy in the dispersion image display.  If the "Full data size 
display" box is checked, then display will always be limited within the range of the 
input data set without any extrapolations applied. 

Surface Data Points By default all surface coordinates of input data are listed in the box.  Data points at 
individual surface locations can be selected or deselected by checking or uncheck-
ing the corresponding items in the box.  The chart image will update only after the 
"Update Image" button is clicked.  Real-time update can be applied on the chart 
itself by clicking the "Data Points" marks (triangles) indicated at the bottom of the 
chart as illustrated below. 

 

 
 

Click "Update Image" button at the bottom of the control dialog whenever changes are made. 
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6.  Complete Gridding Controls 
 

    
 
Gridding controls are displayed above; on the left "Bilinear" gridding interpolation is selected, and on 
the right "IDW" gridding interpolation is selected. 
 
Input File (*.TXT) Lists name and location (file path) of input data file (*.TXT).  This is a non-

editable area. 

Input TXT Data Lists complete set of input data in X (surface) and Z (depth) coordinates and 
also in value.  Ranges ("MIN" and "MAX") are displayed for both coordinates.  
This is a non-editable area. 

Size of Output Grid (*.GRD) Size of the grid data can be specified by entering specific values in 
"Minimum", "Maximum", and "Interval" boxes for both X and Z coordinates.  
The "Number of data points" in the output grid will be accordingly updated 
as values are changed.  Conversely, the value in "Interval" box will be 
updated as the value in "Number of data points" is changed.  The "Y3D" box 
indicates the transverse (Y) coordinate for the current 2D grid, which is used 
for 3D gridding.  The "Smoothing" box, if checked, will apply the moving-
window averaging of data values in the calculated grid by the amount (%) 
specified in "X (%)" and "Y (%)" boxes. 

 The "Gridding Interpolation" radio box is used to select a specific type of 
interpolation method ("Bilinear" or "IDW") when generating the grid data. 
The IDW method will take a significantly longer computation time.  If “IDW” 
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is selected, then additional controls will appear in the lower part of the 
window, as illustrated in the above dialog on right.  

 The "Interpolation at Input Locations" radio box contains interpolation 
options to be applied to each surface (X) location of input data.  Then, the 
method chosen in "Gridding Interpolation" radio box will fill the data 
between those surface locations of input data. 

 If the "Non-Negative Value" box is checked, then interpolated data will 
always be positive values. 

When the inverse-distance-weighted (IDW) interpolation method has been selected, additional options 
are available (shown in the above dialog on right).  In the "Weighting for Spatial Direction" box, the 
"Vertical" and "Horizontal" slide bars indicate relative weights applied to the vertical and horizontal 
distances, respectively, when a specific data point is used to calculate its contribution to the value at 
current location.  The "Distance Weighting" slide bar indicates the relative power used in the inverse 
weighting function.  The "weaker" weighting means a higher power in the denominator of the inverse 
function. 

Output Grid File  Whenever a grid data is generated, it is automatically saved in the same 
location where input data file (*.txt) exists.  This location can be changed by 
clicking the "Browse..." button. 
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